
                                               AMERICAN DRILL FAQ’S 

 

 

1. What is the safe operating temperature of hoist rings? 
-20F to 400F for alloy steel and 800F maximum operating temperature for stainless 
steel For temperatures lower than -20F, please contact the ADB engineering 
department. 
2. Can hoist rings be used for fall protection? 
Yes. Typically a 10:1 factor of safety is required but make sure you refer to your local 
and state safety and fall protection regulations regarding capacity requirements. 
3. Can hoist rings be made with special threads? 
Yes. ADB can customize any thread length or type to meet order specifications. 
How to build special hoist ring part numbers and explanation of options 
4. Can I go through a plate and put a nut on the end? 
Yes. ADB recommends using ADB provided nut and washers for through hole 
applications. ADB can also customize the bolt / thread length to pass through plates or 
through holes. 
5. How frequently do I need to inspect Hoist Rings? 
It depends on the application. Refer to ASME B30.26-Rigging Hardware, for reference. 
6. How many times can I torque the bolt before I need to replace it? 
ADB hoist rings do not require enough torque to cause any permanent deformation. 
7. How short can you make the thread and still maintain the capacity? 
It depends on the tensile strength of the mating material, provide ADB the tensile 
strength and we will tell you the minimum engagement. 
8. What happens if I shock load the unit? 
Any unit that is shock loaded must be taken out of service as this may have caused 
permanent damage and must be inspected by qualified inspector to determine if it 
should be replaced or can be reused. 
9. Can hoist rings be galvanized? 
We can cold/mechanical galvanize. Hot dipped is not recommended as it requires 
approx. 450 degrees F to apply. 
10. Does the rated load have a design factor? 
Yes. 5:1 (meaning that the product will destruct at 5 times the “WLL” working load limit 
11. Is the rated load in all directions? 
Yes. Hoist rings retain its working load limit capacity from 0-90 degrees. 
12. Can I put a spacer underneath the hoist ring? 
No. ADB can customize a hoist ring to meet requirements to meet clearance situations. 
13. What is the material of the hoist rings? 
4140 Alloy Steel or 300 Series Stainless Steel 
14. What plating options other than standard Black Oxide do you offer? 
Electroless Nickel, Cadmium, Clear Zinc, Yellow Zinc, Titanium-Cadmium 
How to build special hoist ring part numbers and explanation of options 

http://americandrillbushing.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Special-Hoist-Ring-Option-and-Explaination.pdf
http://americandrillbushing.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Special-Hoist-Ring-Option-and-Explaination.pdf


15. How many times can I use a Hoist Ring until I need to replace it? 
This depends on the severity of use. However they are tested and designed to meet 
20,000 cycles under normal operating conditions. 
16. Does your product come with a certificate of compliance? 
A standard certificate of compliance can be added upon request. Our standard 
certificate specifies the material properties, design factor, inspection and industry 
standards and is available at www.adbhoistrings.com. If there are any special inspection 
or testing requirements you must specify what type of certificate you’re looking for. 
17. Does each hoist ring get proof tested? 
ADB proof loads test *each hoist ring to 200% of its working load limit and it is held for 3 
seconds. (* Hoist Rings up to a WLL of 30,000 lbs.) Any hoist rings with a WLL above 
30,000 lbs. can be load tested upon request and are considered a special order. 
Stainless Steel orders are proof load tested to 150% of its working load limit and it is 
held for 3 seconds. Any unit needing different load testing requirements can be ordered 
as a special. Each hoist ring proof tested is tagged with the certificate of proof test on 
the units attached product label. 
18. How do I determine the screw thread class? 
3A for diameters through 1″. 2A for diameters larger than 1″ 
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Fig. 1 

A = 65  
F = 4000 / 4 sin65  = 1103 lbs.

Fig. 2 

A = 14  
F = 4000 / 4 sin14  = 4134 lbs.

Hoist Ring 
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 

 
CAUTION: PRIOR TO USING ANY HOIST RING, PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING FOR 

PROPER INSTALLATION AND USAGE. 
 

As with all mechanical devices, regular inspection for wear and strict adherence to use instruction is necessary to prevent misuse 
failure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        • After installation, always check that ring rotates and pivots freely in all directions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                  CORRECT                  INCORRECT 
 

IMPORTANT! The force on each hoist ring is not just the total weight divided 
by the number of hoist rings. The force will be greater at lower lift angles. Make sure load is evenly distributed. See below. 
 

Formula with example data:     F = W / N sinA 
            Safe      Unsafe 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       

 
 
F = Force on each hoist ring 
W = Total weight = 4000 lbs. 
N = Number of hoist rings = 4 
A = Lifting angle 
 

• Despite the 5:1 safety factor, NEVER EXCEED THE  
RATED LOAD CAPACITY. This safety margin is needed in 
case of misuse, which could drastically lower load capacity. 
 
• Tighten mounting screws to recommended torque. 
Periodically check torque because screws could loosen with 
extended service. 

• Tensile strength of parent material should be above 80,000 
PSI to achieve full load rating. For weaker material, consider 
through-hole mounting with a nut and washer on the other 
side. 
 
• AVOID SHOCK LOADING. Always lift gradually. Repeat 
magnetic particle inspection if shock loading ever occurs. 
 


